
WORDS INSIDE

WORDS INSIDE “RANDOM NEST”
archipelago | A group  
of islands  

WORDS INSIDE “WHY ISN’T 
PUERTO RICO A STATE? …”
commonwealth | Traditional 
English term for a political 
community founded for the 
common good

misnomer | A wrong or 
inaccurate name or desig-
nation

WORDS INSIDE “PUERTO  
RICAN DISHES …”
arawak | Group of indig-
enous people of South 
America and historically  
of the Caribbean

WORDS INSIDE “POEM …”
barrio |  A ward, quarter, or 
district of a city or town in 
a Spanish-speaking country

Dear Student, Artist, Thinker, Friend,

This week’s edition of The Warbler is about Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico is an 
archipelago, or a group of islands that form a single entity named by humans. 
Some of you may be from there, and there’s a bunch of interesting things 
about the place that few people are aware of. It sports beautiful wildlife, with 
entire islands uninhabited by humans. Some of these are dedicated to scien-
tific exploration of the indigenous species of bats and other species that were 
introduced by humans, but a particular island is entirely off-limits to people 
because of the explosive weapons that remain there after the US tested them 
there. The only rainforest in the Caribbean makes Puerto Rico a haven for 
scientists and nature-lovers alike. 

I think the most interesting species indigenous to Puerto Rico is the Puerto 
Rican parrot. It’s a beautiful bird that is almost all-green except for a red fore-
head and white rings around the eyes. The United States currently has conserva-
tion efforts occurring to protect it from the effects of deforestation and climate 
change. Also, there are about 270 miles of beaches in the area. It even holds the 
Arecibo Observatory, which is the world’s largest single-dish radio telescope. It’s 
been in use for 55 years, and at the time of its construction, it was state-of-the-
art technology produced by professors from Cornell. Puerto Rican culture is 
also rather intriguing. Its origins stem from Taino, Spanish, and African cultures. 
For those of you who are from Puerto Rico, I encourage you to reach out to us 
and tell us more about your personal experiences, since we are certainly not 
experts on the subject. My favorite Puerto Rican legend is about a pirate named 
Roberto Confresí, who would rob the ships of rich people and distribute the 
wealth amongst the poor. His selflessness is revered in 
their culture, which is something I appreciate. I hope 
you enjoy learning a bit about an area with such rich 
cultural and geographical substance.

Taylor and the APAEP Team

“You know, you may not be 
born in Puerto Rico, but Puerto 
Rican is definitely born in you.” 

ROSIE PEREZ // American actress
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Puerto Rican Dishes
FROM TASTEATLAS | April 27, 2022

Tucked between the North Atlantic Ocean and the 
Caribbean Sea, Puerto Rico is a sun-drenched archi-
pelago where the local cuisine — known as cucina crio-
lla – reflects an intriguing potpourri of native Taino 
Arawak, African, Spanish, and American influences.

Influences on Puerto Rican Cuisine
Before the Spanish arrived to the islands, the indig-
enous Taino Arawaks’ thrived on corn, tropical fruit, 
seafood, and yucca, which they processed into flour 
and made a flatbread called casabe.

In 1493, the Spanish colonizers arrived and brought 
their own foods and techniques. Although cattle and pigs 
were abundant on the island, olive oil, bacalao salt cod, 
wine, and wheat flour had to be imported from Spain. 
The Spanish also introduced many vegetables and 
fruits to Puerto Rico, such as bananas, coffee, sugarcane, 
mangoes, tamarinds, and plantains. Their influence is 
evident in dishes such as asopao and arroz con pollo, 
which are based on arroz caldoso and Valencian paella.

Soon after, with the influx of enslaved persons from 
Africa, Puerto Ricans were familiriazed with vegeta-
bles such as okra and taro, as well as food prepara-
tion methods such as pounding and grating of starchy 
vegetables. Nowadays, grating and pounding are two 
basic Puerto Rican techniques, best performed in a 
pilón, a wooden mortar and pestle that’s traditionally 
used to prepare mofongo.

In 1898, the United States invaded Puerto Rico and 
brought cheap processed foods to the island such as 
canned Vienna sausages, Spam, oatmeal, dried milk, 
and canned corned beef, which were incorporated into 
dishes such as arroz con salsichas (rice with Vienna 
sausages) and Thanksgiving turkey stuffed with mofongo.

Cucina Criolla
The dishes are colorful and laced with herbs such as bay 
leaves, oregano, and culantro. Rice and beans are eaten 
every day in most homes, especially red kidney beans, 
pink beans, chickpeas, and pigeon peas (gandules). The 
favorite meats include pork, beef, chicken, and offal, 
used to make dishes such as mondongo (tripe) and 
mollejas (gizzards). Canned meat is quite popular due 
to its low price, while salt cod, conch, and octopus are 
some of the most popular seafood items.

Fruits such as bananas, guavas, oranges, and 
mangoes are grown in many households, while coco-
nuts are prized for their sweet flesh and water that’s 
used to make refreshing desserts. And let’s not forget 

about the versatile sofrito, made with onions, garlic, 
sweet chili peppers, and culantro, and used in beans, 
stews, rice, and meat dishes.

The most popular Puerto Rican dishes include 
arroz con gandules (rice with pigeon peas), pasteles 
(plantain cakes), tostones (twice fried plantain slices), 
cuchifritos (fried appetizers), and flan de queso 
(cream cheese dessert). Criollo foods are tradition-
ally paired with beer or rum with cola or fruit juice.

Arañitas
Arañitas are a Puerto Rican specialty consisting of shred-
ded and fried plantains. The name of the dish is derived 
from the eponymous Spanish word, meaning little 
spiders, referring to the visual appearance of this crispy 
dish. It is usually served with dips such as guacamole or 
a garlic-based dipping sauce on the side.

Asopao
Asopao is a Puerto Rican dish that is best described as 
a cross between a soup and a stew. It always contains 
rice, and can be made with beef, pork, seafood, pigeon 
peas, or chicken — which is also the most popular and 
traditional version of asopao, called asopao de pollo, 
where the chicken is typically flavored with various 
spices and cooked with ham, peppers, onions, toma-
toes, olives, and sausages.

Due to the fact that asopao is usually very filling and 
flavorful, it can be found in numerous local restaurants 
and most households.

Arroz con gandules
Arroz con gandules is a one-pot 
national dish of Puerto Rico 
consisting of rice, pigeon peas, 
and sofrito, and every family 
in the country has their own 
version of the recipe. Sofrito 
is the aromatic flavoring base 
for a variety of Puerto Rican 
dishes, made with green 
peppers, onions, garlic, and coriander.

Some people may fry bacon in sofrito to add a 
smoky flavor to the finished dish. Other spices and 
garnishes in arroz con gandules might include cumin, 
bay leaves, oregano, tomato paste, olives, lime juice, 
and (not traditionally) sour cream. Although flavorful 
in its original, vegetarian version, it can also be made 
with added pork meat or sausages. 

FOOD

“In Puerto 
Rico, we 
have a lot of 
traditions. 
We eat a very 
typical thing 
that’s called 

‘pasteles’ — it’s 
almost like a 
tamale made 
of bananas, 
and we make 
it all together.”

JOYCE GIRAUD // 
Puerto Rican actor, 
model, and beauty 
pageant winner
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Seeking Solar Power for All Puerto Rican Homes
BY JOHN FARRELL | Renewable Energy World | September 17, 2021

Residents of Puerto Rico are ready for energy democ-
racy. Specifically, a resilient, renewable electricity 
system with equitably shared benefits. Is this vision 
possible for the island, whose democratic power is 
limited to begin with?

Promoting sustainable and responsible actions
Ingrid Vila came to work in renewable energy advo-
cacy by way of environmental engineering. She 
specialized in water, but through her service in Puerto 
Rico’s government, began working with renewable 
energy as well. In 2015, Vila left her role in the govern-
ment and founded Cambio, a non-profit organization 
based in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Her new mission? To 
work with communities on sustainable solutions in 
the solid waste, water, environmental justice, gover-
nance, and energy fields.

Vila describes Cambio’s overarching mission as 
establishing an equitable society with greater opportu-
nities. The organization’s efforts are spent researching, 
designing, and implementing socially responsible poli-
cies. Vila refers to Cambio as an “actionable think tank.”

Turmoil after Hurricane Maria
Hurricane Maria struck Puerto Rico in September 
2017 and in its wake, more than a million Puerto Ricans 
were left without power for months. It took the local 
utility, Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority, nearly a 
year to restore power to every person affected by the 
blackout. The vulnerability of the island’s electric grid 
became the overriding topic of discussion in Puerto 
Rico and captured audiences around the world. Vila 
describes this as a “tipping point” for her, as she turned 
her attention to renewable energy solutions.

“The impact those events had on our grid were 
incredibly severe and exposed the vulnerability of our 
current electrical system … we couldn’t just rebuild that 
because it obviously was not working adequately given 
the current challenges and realities of climate change.”

Despite Puerto Rico’s 100% Renewable Portfolio 
Standard, leaders are looking to rebuild the vulner-
able old system and reinforce dependence on fossil 
fuels. The government first signed a 15-year contract 
to privatize the electric transmission and distribu-
tion system. Now, Puerto Rico’s Governor is suggest-
ing that they privatize the generation system as well.

“They’re here pretty much to continue to adminis-
ter the status quo… this is a contract that pretty much 

just took the failed public monopoly and passed it on 
to a private hand.”

We want sun — The ‘Queremos Sol’ campaign
In the summer of 2018, Vila and Cambio presented 

‘Queremos Sol’ as an alternative to reinforcing the 
status quo. Queremos Sol outlines how Puerto Rico 
could install solar-plus-storage on nearly all homes, 
powering the island with 50 percent renewable 
energy by 2035 and 100 percent by 2050.

Along with a rigorous public education campaign, 
Cambio studied how Queremos Sol would affect Puerto 
Rico’s electric grid through an in-depth model. In the 
model, they found that solar could provide 75 percent 
of the island’s electricity demand by 2035 and found 
no need to add fossil gas generation to the grid. Outage 
events would have less 
of an impact, as every 
home would have 
enough electric power 
to meet basic needs.

“One of the greatest 
results from that study 
is being able to demon-
strate that Puerto 
Rico’s resiliency, and 
individual home and community level resiliency, could 
be quite different if money were put and focus were put 
on transforming the grid via renewable energy.”

Puerto Rico has 14 billion dollars of federal funds to 
use in repairing its energy sector. Using 9.6 billion of that 
sum, says Vila, Puerto Rico could install solar on 100% 
of homes and reduce electric rates by nearly 30 percent.

“We’re not talking about infrastructure, and cables, 
and things like that. We’re talking about something 
that is essential for human lives.”

Lessons on advancing energy democracy
Vila describes the road to energy democracy as “a battle-
ground;” those holding the power won’t let it go will-
ingly. Her best advice is to articulate the alternative in 
the same language as the opposition: data and evidence.

“Energy democracy means taking all that power, 
and that wealth … and redistributing among a wider 
population. So the resistance is incredible to be able 
to move towards that and implies understanding 
energy as a common good and as a human right, and 
not as a commodity left to the market forces.  

ENVIRONMENT

oEdited  
for space

“Puerto 
Rico is a 
powerful 
island.”

FAT JOE //  
Latino-American 
rapper

Photo originally  
from ilsr.org
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Sudoku
MATHEMATICS

#228 PUZZLE NO. 8270740

#227 PUZZLE NO. 2959119

SUDOKU HOW-TO GUIDE
1. Each block, row, and column 
must contain the numbers 1–9.
2. Sudoku is a game of logic and 
reasoning, so you should not 
need to guess.
3. Don’t repeat numbers within 
each block, row, or column.
4. Use the process of elimination 
to figure out the correct place-
ment of numbers in each box.
5. The answers appear on the 
last page of this newsletter.

What the example will look 
like solved q

2 4 8 3 9 5 7 1 6

5 7 1 6 2 8 3 4 9

9 3 6 7 4 1 5 8 2

6 8 2 5 3 9 1 7 4

3 5 9 1 7 4 6 2 8

7 1 4 8 6 2 9 5 3

8 6 3 4 1 7 2 9 5

1 9 5 2 8 6 4 3 7

4 2 7 9 5 3 8 6 1

3 9 1

5 1 4

9 7 5

6 2 5 3 7

7 8

7 8 9 3

8 3 1 9

9 2 6 7

4 3 6 1

ROW

COLUMN

BLOCKBOX

“I think it’s amazing that I can go 
out there and be myself, and the fact 
that I’m carrying Puerto Rico on my 

back a little bit is such an honor.”
LAURIE HERNANDEZ // American gymnast

Photo by Reuters/Damir Sagolj
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Lighthouses
In the Caribbean, Puerto Rico’s location 
has long been considered an important 
spot strategically. As an island that has 
been under both Spanish and U.S. rule, light-
houses were established throughout the 
archipelago as guides for major maritime 
routes. When visiting Puerto Rico, make 
sure to stop by the following lighthouses, all 
listed in the National Register of Historic 
Places and found along beautiful coastlines.

Culebrita Lighthouse | Culebrita is a small 
island near Culebra, another island that is 
part of the Puerto Rico archipelago. The 
lighthouse at Culebrita was built in the 
1880s when Puerto Rico was under Span-
ish rule, in order to provide additional secu-
rity to its neighbor Culebra. Used until 
1975 by the United States Navy, since then 
the Culebrita Lighthouse has not been in use. 
Nevertheless, a trip to this landmark makes 
for an adventure and a blast from the past.

Punta Tuna Lighthouse | Located in the 
southeastern town of Maunabo, the Punta 

Puerto Rico isn’t just one island,  
but it’s multiple, some of which are  
uninhabited by humans.

The indigenous people of Puerto  
Rico are called the Tainos.

Puerto Rico has the only rainforest in the 
USA which is El Yunque National Forest.

The world’s third largest cave system  
is in Puerto Rico

There are three bioluminescent lagoons 
in Puerto Rico (lagoons that have 
animals that light up)

Puerto Rico has a legendary pirate 
named Roberto Cofresi. Legend says 
that he attacked ships and distributed 
wealth among the poor.

DID YOU KNOW?

Facts Source: https://travellemming.com

Tuna Lighthouse overlooks part of the 
Punta Tuna Reserve, which is home 
to a wide variety of flora and fauna. 
Built in 1890, notable features of the 
lighthouse include a lightkeeper’s 
house and an octagonal tower. There 
is also a beautiful beach on site, and 
while the water isn’t suitable for 
swimming, visitors can enjoy views 
of sea turtles that nest there.

Punta Higuero Lighthouse | In the 
western town of  Rincón, which is 
known as a prime surfing town, is the 
Punta Higuero Lighthouse. Built in 
1982, this lighthouse is still in use, and 
from its location it guides ships in the 
Isla de Mona Passage, where the Isla de 
Mona is located. Close to the lighthouse, 
visitors can sometimes see whales, too.

Los Morrillos Lighthouse | The 
design of this lighthouse in Cabo Rojo, 

on Puerto Rico’s southwest coast, is 
similar to other lighthouses found 
on the island. The Cabo Rojo Light-
house, which dates back to 1881, is 
called  Faro Los Morrillos in Span-
ish and is still in use. Like the Punta 
Higuero Lighthouse, it helps ships 
through the Isla de Mona Passage. 
What is most stunning of all are the 
views from where the lighthouse is 
located, atop limestone cliffs.

RANDOM-NEST

THE PONCE CARNIVAL 
IN PUERTO RICO IS THE 
OLDEST CARNIVAL IN 
THE WESTERN HEMI-
SPHERE. THE FIRST 
ONE WAS HELD IN 1858, 
AND IT TAKES PLACE 
ONE WEEK BEFORE 
ASH WEDNESDAY.
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ART + CULTURE

Puerto Rican poet, activist, and trans-
lator Jack Agüeros was born in 1934 in 
New York City. He served as director of 
El Museo del Barrio in East Harlem for 
nearly a decade, advocating the inclusion 
of Puerto Rican artists into the American 
art world of the 1970s. Agüeros was the 
author of three books of poems: Lord, Is 
This a Psalm? (2002), Sonnets from the 
Puerto Rican  (1996),  and  Correspon-
dence Between the Stone Haulers (1991), 
all published by Hanging Loose Press. 
He also published a collection of Julia de 
Burgos translations, titled Songs of the 
Simple Truth (1997). In 2012, Agüeros 
received the Asan World Prize for Poetry.

WRITING PROMPT
In Psalm for Distribution, Jack Agüeros writes about 
frustration found when there are inequities in the 
world. He seems to be voicing his awareness at a 
higher power and that there is something or someone 
who is in a position of “distributing” these basic 
necessities, such as shoes. Many times we feel there 
are things happening that aren’t fair or just don’t seem 
to make sense. Think of a time when you witnessed or 
experienced something you didn’t feel was just or fair. 
Use this as inspiration for a blog, poem, short story, 
illustration, or creative non-fiction essay.

Word Search

BROADWAY
COMPASSION
ANGEL
DISTRIBUTION

ECONOMICS
INEQUITY
POVERTY
WEALTH

SNEAKERHEAD
SHOELESS
CHANGE
PSALM

Psalm for Distribution
BY JACK AGÜEROS

Lord, 
on 8th Street 
between 6th Avenue and Broadway 
in Greenwich Village 
there are enough shoe stores 
with enough shoes 
to make me wonder 
why there are shoeless people 
on the earth.

Lord, 
You have to fire the Angel 
in charge of distribution.

© thewordsearch.com
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Puerto Rican Manatee Rescue Center Serving  
as Model for All of Latin America 
BY LA PRENSA LATINA | February 19, 2021

San Juan, Feb 19 (efe-epa).- The Puerto Rico Mana-
tee Conservation Center has become a model facility 
in the Caribbean and throughout Latin America for 
the recovery of those marine mammals, and the reha-
bilitation work conducted there has recently been 
extended to turtles and sea birds.

The center’s director, Antonio Mignucci, told Efe 
on Friday that since its founding in 2009 it has both 
assisted with the recovery of individual manatees and 
advised Caribbean and Latin American countries on 
the conservation of this species, whose numbers have 
fallen to between 500 and 700 in Puerto Rico due to 
the constant threat posed by human beings.

“We’re the only center in the entire Caribbean 
region that has a marine veterinary clinic,” Mignucci, 
a marine science professor at the Interamerican 
University of Puerto Rico, said at that institution’s 
campus in Bayamon (near San Juan), where the 
manatee rehab facility is located.

The work carried out by the center, which is 
managed and funded by the Caribbean Stranding 
Network and the Interamerican University of Puerto 
Rico, includes rescue and response programs for 
stranded animals, rehabilitation and veterinary care 
and population research.

“The manatee is in danger in Puerto Rico, where 
there are now between 500 and 700 individuals,” 
Mignucci said, adding that 3,000 are needed before 
the species can escape the danger of extinction.

Sponsors are needed to support the mission of 
the center, which has a staff of four veterinarians, 10 
technicians and nearly 60 volunteers and has annual 
expenses totaling roughly $500,000.

One of its biggest costs is food for its resident 
manatees: three calves and one adult.

In the case of the calves, they are dependent on 
their mothers during their first three years of life and 
cannot survive without that parental care or, alter-
natively, the assistance of the Puerto Rico Manatee 
Conservation Center’s professional staff.

Between one and three manatees are rescued 
annually, according to Mignucci, who said it would 
be practically impossible to care for more of these 
marine mammals given the center’s annual budget 
per individual of $100,000.

Most of the manatees that arrive at the center 
are animals suffering from physical problems stem-

ming from their interactions with human beings, the 
professor said.

Unlike in other Latin American countries where 
manatees are still hunted for their meat, injuries to this 
aquatic animal in Puerto Rico most often are the result 
of watercraft accidents, Mignucci said.

The head of the center’s marine clinic is Colombian 
veterinarian Lesly Cabrias, who cares for manatees 
in Puerto Rico and also serves as an adviser in cases 
where these animals are suffering physical problems 
elsewhere in the region, including her homeland.

“We’re a bridge for Latin America,” Mignucci said, 
noting that the center also operates an intensive care 
unit for these animals.

The manatee calves currently 
living at the center are called 
Loiza, Bajari and Taicaraya, 
while the adult, Guacara, has 
been there since 2010.

Manatees, which breathe 
air at the surface every few 
minutes and typically do not 
stray more than five kilometers 
(three miles) from the coast, are 
returned to the ocean following 
rehabilitation and fitted with 
satellite tracking devices that 
indicate their precise geographical location.

Around two years ago, the center launched a simi-
lar rescue and rehabilitation program for turtles and 
sea birds.

Three turtles currently live at the center, includ-
ing a loggerhead sea turtle named Anky whose shell 
was injured by a boat, and a blind hawksbill sea turtle.

The facility also is home to two pelicans — one with 
arthritis in a foot and another with a dislocated wing 

— and one other sea bird.
Now regarded as a model facility in the Caribbean 

region, the genesis of the project dates back to 1991 when 
Mignucci was completing an internship in La Parguera, a 
bioluminescent bay found in the southern town of Lajas.

An injured manatee named Moises was received 
there and rehabilitated, and then efforts to protect 
these endangered marine mammals were given a big 
lift when an Italian-born singer living in Puerto Rico, 
Tony Croatto, dedicated a song to Moises and raised 
public awareness about the plight of these animals. 

WILDLIFE

Photograph by  
Brent Durand/ 
Getty Images

“In Puerto 
Rico we 
dance to 
everything.”

BAD BUNNY // 
Puerto Rican 
rapper, producer, 
professional 
wrestler
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Why isn’t Puerto Rico a State?
As a U.S. territory, Puerto Rico is neither a state nor an independent country 
and politics over its status remain complicated.
BY RAQUEN REICHARD | History.com | October 4, 2021

Located about a thousand miles southeast of Florida, 
Puerto Rico is a Caribbean archipelago with a complex 
colonial history and political status. As a territory 
of the United States, Puerto Rico’s 3.2 million resi-
dents are U.S. citizens. However, while subject to U.S. 
federal laws, island-based Puerto Ricans can’t vote in 
presidential elections and lack voting representation 
in Congress. As a U.S. territory, it is neither a state nor 
an independent country.

SPANISH COLONIALISM

Puerto Rico, Spanish American War
When Christopher Columbus disembarked on the 
West Coast of Puerto Rico on November 19, 1493, 
native Taínos inhabited the land, which they called 
Borikén. The explorer swiftly claimed the island for 
Spain and renamed it San Juan Bautista. For 400 
years, Puerto Rico was under Spanish colonial rule. 
During this time, the island experienced extreme 
levels of poverty, repression and taxation. 

By the mid-19th century, fed-up Puerto Ricans 
started to revolt. In 1868, hundreds of pro-indepen-
dence Puerto Ricans attempted an uprising in the 
mountain town of Lares. While the Spanish mili-
tary suppressed the rebellion, it marked a turning 
point for the island. National political parties were 
born, slavery was abolished and Spain began granting 
Puerto Rico some autonomy.

But the decades of relative sovereignty ended in 1898, 
when the United States declared war on Spain. On July 
25, 1898, U.S. troops invaded Puerto Rico and occupied it 
during the months of the Spanish-American War. When 
the Treaty of Paris was signed in December, ending the 
war, Spain ceded Puerto Rico to the United States.

Becoming a US Territory
Under the United States, a military government was 
established and it ruled the territory until April 12, 
1900 when a civilian government was created under 
the Foraker Act. Before the 20th century, the U.S. 
government granted statehood to lands it acquired 
as it expanded mostly westward and southward on 
the American continent. However, Puerto Rico was 
designated an “unincorporated territory.” 

According to Christina D. Ponsa-Kraus, professor 
of legal history at Columbia Law School, some Amer-
ican legislators feared that racial mixing would occur 
among White Americans in the contiguous United 
States and non-white Puerto Ricans if Puerto Rico 
were admitted as a state. Puerto Ricans were restricted 
to limited self-governance—under a U.S.-appointed 
governor — and did not have U.S. citizenship.

Pro-independence movements on the island contin-
ued to call for autonomy. To quell tensions, in 1917, the 
U.S. passed the Jones-Shafroth Act, which gave most 
Puerto Ricans U.S. citizenship — but with limitations. 
Under the act, a senate and bill of rights was estab-
lished; however, the U.S. president and Congress still 
had the power to veto Puerto Rican laws. The Selec-

FEATURE

WORD PLAY A Rebus puzzle is a picture representation of a common word 
or phrase. How the letters/images appear within each box will give you clues 
to the answer! For example, if you saw the letters “LOOK ULEAP,” you could 
guess that the phrase is “Look before you leap.” Answers are on the last page!

U.S. Navy 
warships 
bombard San 
Juan, Puerto 
Rico during the 
Spanish-Amer-
ican War, circa 
May, 1898. 

Image by Universal 
Images Group/
Getty Images
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tive Service Act, meanwhile, required men in the United 
States — including Puerto Rico — to register for military 
service. During World War I, nearly 20,000 Puerto Rican 
men fought on behalf of the United States.

More than three decades later, in 1950, the United 
States allowed Puerto Rico to draft a constitution, as 
long as it did not alter its territorial status and estab-
lished a republican form of government and a bill of 
rights. After the Legislature of Puerto Rico held a consti-
tutional convention to draft the constitution, it was 
approved by the president and Congress in 1952. Under 
the new constitution, Puerto Rico was designated the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

Commonwealth vs. Free Associated State
Decades after adopting the status of commonwealth, 
there remains confusion around what the classification 
means. Early adopters believed the designation would 
give Puerto Rico a special legal status that wasn’t a state, 
independent country or territory. They surmised that 
because the island had an elected self-government and 
a constitution that it was no longer a colony. However, 
Ponsa-Kraus and other constitutional scholars argue 
that because the U.S. Congress has power over Puerto 
Rico’s government, it’s still subordinate to the United 
States and so effectively remains a colonial territory 
despite its commonwealth status.

Further complicating the matter of status, 
the official name of Puerto Rico in Spanish is 
different from its name in English. In Spanish, 
the territory is referred to as el Estado Libre 
Asociado de Puerto Rico, which translates to 
a free associated state. Under international 
law, a free associated state is an independent 
country that has enhanced association with 
another country through a treaty. This is also 
a misnomer since Puerto Rico is not an inde-
pendent country but rather a U.S. territory.

Puerto Rico’s Future
For hundreds of years, the people of Puerto 
Rico have fought to decolonize the archi-
pelago. However, there has long been 
division over the best way to resolve this 
issue: statehood, enhanced common-

wealth status (where Puerto Rico is still in relation-
ship with the United States but given more autonomy) 
or independence.

According to Ponsa-Kraus, the legal process to admit 
Puerto Rico into statehood would require just a few 
steps: the territory adopts a constitution in preparation 
for statehood, Congress approves it (and may impose 
some additional conditions on the state to ensure it’s 
in harmony with the larger federalist structure of the 
United States), and then Congress passes legislation 
admitting the territory into statehood. Likewise, by 
simple legislation, Congress can provide for the inde-
pendence of a territory. Despite its constitutional and 
legal simplicity, politics make the process complex. 

In November 2020, Puerto Ricans voted in a non-bind-
ing referendum on statehood. About 53 percent of Puerto 
Ricans favored statehood, while 47 percent rejected it. 
However, only 55 percent of Puerto Ricans voted in the 
referendum. Statehood proponents viewed the results 
as proof that most Puerto Ricans want the territory to 
be admitted, but opponents questioned the validity of 
the votes as referendums are unbinding, often promoted 
solely by the pro-statehood party and include the opin-
ions of only half of Puerto Ricans. Some people oppose 
statehood based on the argument that Puerto Rico will 
assimilate to the United States if it becomes a state.  

Maze œ
This maze is a collection of paths, 

where there is both a start and end-
ing point. The player starts from the 

start point and follows a path of their 
choice, which leads to the end point.

“Culturally, 
musically, 
historically 
Cuba and 
Puerto Rico 
are like two 
wings of o 
ne bird.”

PEDRO CAPO 
// Puerto Rican 
singer-songwriter
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Words of Encouragement
In this issue of The Warbler, we provided some information to you 
about the community of Puerto Rico. This amazing space is full of 
diversity, a rich history, and future developments. Whether it be the 
food, the politics, the environment, or the culture, Puerto Rico is a 
place all its own. I have had the privilege of visiting many times and 
it is one of the most beautiful places in all the world. The people are 
friendly and inviting and I enjoy as much time as I am able to spend 
there. I am so glad we were able to share a small part with you all this 
week and hope we have sparked your interest and creativity.

We hope you have enjoyed this week’s edition of The Warbler and would 
love to hear your thoughts on this issue and any newsletters you have had 
access to prior. We value your feedback and are always looking for ways 
to bring you new and interesting pieces. Please feel free to send us your 
views to the address located in this newsletter and any art or literature 
you would like to share with us. We are hoping in the future to be able to 
share these pieces in future editions of The Warbler. As always, know you 
are constantly in our thoughts and we hope you have an amazing week.

Tammy

SUDOKU #227

SUDOKU #228

HOW TO  
DRAW …
A LIGHTHOUSE  
AT THE BEACH

Send ideas and comments to: APAEP 
1061 Beard-Eaves Memorial Coliseum // Auburn University, AL 36849 UNTIL NEXT TIME !

?   
Rebus Puzzle 
Page 8  
1.  Cake mix 
2. Deep in thought 
3. Day in, day out

UNTIL NEXT TIME !

Answers
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